
Subj: Re: Intl Stock screen shots

Date: 1:30:17 PM Eastern Standard Time

From: Jem/Hani

To: Alexis101 . JamesAOdell . DonnerMrk . HughAB

CC: SeenuReddv . ChukMcMath

Sent on: AOL 4.0 for Windows sub 30

Double-click picture(s) to display in picture editor

Thanks. A couple of questions:

* Where does the user set the "default" exchange? Are we no longer making

a distinction here since the exchange combo box is always visible when

adding a stock symbol? (which is fine w/ me)

* Should we display the exchange with the symbol in the table Mew

for all exchanges? A "default" exchange would come into play here,

I guess, in that symbols w/o an exchange prefix would belong to the

"default" exchange.

> 2) the Add a Stock screen (filename: addtablel)

* Are we still allowing users to enter multiple symbols?

> 3) the Add Indices screen (filename: addindices - as listbox with

> checkboxes for adding indices)

* What ever happened to the idea of displaying this list as a tree control

or in a pseudo-tree fashion grouped by exchange? INe asked this before.

> 4) the Stock Table screen (filename: editstock - with the edit button on

> the toolbar removed to reflect the double click functionality -> Edit a

> Stock screen or Edit Index screen)

> 5) the Edit a Stock screen (filename: edittable - the stock name and

> exchange would be prefilled)

* Can a user enter >1 symbol even in this Ul? If we're still supporting

multiple symbols abova, we should here, too.

> 6) the Edit Index screen (filename: editindices - as listbox with radio

> button that is prefilled with index to be edited)

*
I assume this window gets displayed when the user selects an index and

selects "Edit Index", tf so, shouldn't we have a way for them to delete this

entry? On the stock edit window, the user can just erase the symbol name
to delete it.

* Why is this a radio control?? For Edit Index, why not just bring up the

normal check-box (or tree control) Ul and allow the user to add/delete

multiple indices. For the time when they select an indice and invoke

"Edit Index", we could scroll the tree/check-box window to the selected

index.

* An alternative way of displaying indices to a\oid massive confusion o\er

a large number of checkboxes is the following:
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Display indices for a given exchange as selected by the combo box. When
a new exchange is selected, new indices appear.

* btw, I assume the different font sizes dont matter (like above, which I took

from 2 different screen shots)?

Like l\e said before, informal consensus building is great. However, once

a consensus is believed to have been reached, formal confirmation needs to

take place to make sure everybody's on the same page.

Jerry
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